




The Pattern of Technical Progress in the Ethiopian Manufacturing Sector-

possibility frontier through learning.

Technicai Progress has two potential sources: technical change and technological
progress. Technical change refers to a change and/or an alteration of the choice of
techniques out of the existing art. It is the acquisition of knowledge through
experience in production (the process of learning-by-doing). Jackson (1982: 339)
describes this as follows:

...as the work force becomes accustomed to, and experienced in, the
production process, the workers steadily :earn how to do tasks more
efficiently and quickly. At the beginnii"lg, nothing is routine, everything is
unfamiliar, and it takes time to 1f'3rn how to cope with snags. After time,
everything is routine and familiar, and the quickest and best way of dealing
with snags and awkward parts is well known.

Technological progress implies an expansion in the shelf of international technology
and an addition to the stock of technological knowledge. 'rhe following matrix can
summarise technological advance.

"", Table 1: Technological Advance Matrix

Methods of Production
Products/Services -Existing Improved New Method

Method Method
Existing Products/Services 1 4 7
Improved Products/Services 2 5 0
New Products/Services 3 6 9
Source: Jackson 1982: 316.

F'osition 1 in the matrix is the present state of production technology and any
shift/movement from 1 to anyone of the eight positions purports technological

changes.

Here, it shall be noted that introduction of unused but known technique or its diffusion
is not a technological change. In practice, however, "it is extremely difficult to
distinguish improvements in efficiency due to movements towards known production
boundaries from the expansion of the boundaries themselves due to increases in
knowledge" (Kennedy and Thirlwall 1972: 12).

But communication gap or level of capability would keep a good part of the world
technology shelf in the dark. Then, the diffusion of hitherto unused but known (or
existing) techniques somewhere could be considered as technical progress in
countries like Ethiopia.
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Technical progress is also different from increasing returns to scale, as the former
does not necessarily require addition of scale.

2.2. Measurement

There does not exist an easy direct measure of technical progress. Kennedy and
Thirlwaill stated that "advance in knowledge per se defies direct meaningful
quantification. The best that can be done is to measure technical change by its
effects, such as its impact on the growth of total productivity..." (Kennedy and

ThirlwaI11972:13).

The impact of technical progress on output growth can be estimated using a general
production function of the form:

j

Q = F{L(t), K(t), t] [1]
:' " '

where t is time. The change in output overtime is given by '"-,,

~= ~~+ ~~+ ~ [2]
dt aL dt aK dt at

The change in output is decomposed into two: Change in output due to a movement
along the production function and the change in output due to a shift in the production
function or due to disembodied technical progress (see Intriligator 1978:289).
Dividing Equation [2] by Q and converting to proportionate change yields:

1 dQ L a;;- 1 dL K aF 1 dk 1 aF
Qdt = QaLL-;;;+Q~K-;;;+Q~"'" [3]

The first two terms on the right are the proportionate rate of change of the two inputs,
each weighted by their respective elasticity of output. The third terrn is the
proportionate rate of disembodied technical progress. Assuming that the elasticity
remains fairly constant overtime and the proportionate rate of disembodied technical
progress is constant at a rate m, Equation [3] can be converted into the following:

1 dQ 1 dL 1 dk
--=a--+b--+m [4]
Q dt L dt K dt

where a and b are the labour and capital elasticity of output respectively. Solving for
m and assuming dt=1, Equation [8] turns out to be:
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disembodied technical progress was 1.67 percent per annum and technical progress
embodied in capital amounts to on average 4 percent annually (Intriligator, 1978:292).
Hildebrand and Liu (1965:58-62), using Equation [37], tried to incorporate
technological change in the production function and attempted to identify the capital-
output elasticity and technology-output elasticity for the three digit industries of USA;
and their result had come out to indicate that technical progress was, by and large,
capital embodied.

To identify whether or not technical progress is embodied in labour or capital,
Equation [18] is employed in this paper; r, which is taken to be the ratio of labour cost
of non-production workers to production workers in per cent, and R are used as proxy
measures to capture technological change.

Payment to non-production workers is assumed to represent payment to technical
and professional personnel, which have more relation with the extent of technology
utilisation than production (or manual) workers. The problem here is that payment to
non-production workers might not be a good representation of technical and
professional personnel. It would have an upward bias as the former includes other
payments. Furthermore, payment to production wo~kers heavily correlates with the
extent of capacity utilisation If capacity utilisation falls for whatever reason, there will
be a tendency to reduce, at least, temporary manual workers.

R is the ratio of the value of equipment (machinery, tools, etc.,) and the value of the
plant (structures, buildings, etc.,), which indicates the extent of "technological
intensity". The problem here is the way the plant and eq~ipment are assumed to
depreciate. The rate at which equipment are assumed to depreciate is quicker than
that of the plant which leads R to vary without any implication on technology. Had it
not been for lack of data on gross fixed asset, the "average age" of the capital assets
would be preferable.

3.3. Data: Source and Measurement

Measuring technical progress has not only conceptual but also measurement
problems especially on measuring output and factor inputs. Which output (gross or
net), labour (man-year or man-hour), and capital (net or gross) reasonably reflect the
productive content of inputs?

Net or gross output: Due to its heterogeneous nature and difficulty of aggregation,
measuring output physically is hardly possible even at an enterprise level.
Furthermore, physical output as a measure of 'production' does not take account of
difference between the quality of the two products; nor does it take into account the
work done to achieve the improvement in quality (Silver 1984:38). Thus, it becomes
customary to focus on value measures; the issue again is which value to use -gross
or net?
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To measure technical progress properly, output should avoid double counting if
figures are to be aggregated and should include additional works done on
intermediate inputs while excluding works done by others. Output, which excludes
brought-in materials, double counting and includes additional works is then net output

(value-added).

In this paper, output will, therefore, be measured by value-added in national account
concept at factor cost. The source of data is CSO/CSA. It contains dis-aggregated
data up to four-digit industries for 20 years.

Man-year or man-hour: Which concept of labour input measures the productive
content of labour is an issue. Is it the stock available for use in production (Man-
year)? Is it the time in which stocks are available for production (man-hour)? Is it the
compensation to the flow of services (wages)? There appears to be no conclusive

prescription.

Labour input can be measured in man-year. But, man-year may not be a satisfactory
measure of the number of persons working over the whole year. Such data only
records the number of persons employed on the census day or during a short
reference period of one or two weeks, which might ignore inter-seasonal variations. It
is a weak approximation if employment is highly seasonal or irregular or when uneven
changes have taken place during the year (Mabro and Radwan 1976:137-138).
Silver proposed a monthly or quarterly count of workers; "the more frequent the
count, the more appropriate is the resulting average for the purpose of calculating

productivity" (Silver 1984:90).

However, due to many factors (incidence of absenteeism and sickness, change in the
number of overtime workers, change in proportions of full time and part-time
workers), employment in man-year is not a good measure of labour inputs in
production, as the number of hours worked may differ among firms and vary from
period to period (Mabro and Radwan 1976:138). They, therefore, propose to utilise
man-hour. Even then, would the productive content of an hour of labour be identical
so that labour will be a simple additive? The answer does not seem affirmative.
Differences among labour in sex, age, ability, education, training, experience,
devotion, etc., would be inevitable. Thus, the productive content of an hour of labour
will not be identical. In this case, a simple additive of man-hour disguises the
heterogeneous nature of labour force.

To make labour homogeneous, different approaches have been forwarded, like
treating skills as a stock of intangible assets (Mabro and Radwan 1976) or weighing
man-hour of different categories of labour force by their average earnings (Silver
1984; Mabro and Radwan 1976).

In this paper, wage is used as a measure of labour input because it is the simplest
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mechanism available to make labour homogenous. Data source is CSO/CSA.

Which capital: A converging idea on measuring capital in production had never
been reached. Solow, stressing on the measurement problem, said "the capital time
series is the one that will really drive a purist mad" (Solow 1957:314). Capital input in
production is measured through estimate aided by some proxies. The proxy
measures are still debatable.

One area of controversy is its coverage. There is no agreement on it. The coverage
extends as wide as 'all human and man-made assets' and as narrow as only

'machinery'.

Another controversy is on the valuation of capital stock. Walters stated that

...the most intractable difficulties are involved in measuring capital. In a
mythical world where all machines are the same overtime, the ideal measure
would appear to be the number of homogeneous machines The main
difficulties... arise from the fact that the stock consists of various kinds of
machines, buildings and land at different stages of their life cycles.
Combining these into a monetary measure involves not only all these social
index number problems but also difficulties, which are peculiar to capital

(Walters 1963:23).

Indeed, to aggregate a heterogeneous stock of capital requires the knowledge of the
price of each item: "... the unit of measurement varies with rate of profit; the relative
prices of equipment are determined by future profit expectations" (Walters 1963:23).

In most empirical studies, as Mabro and Radwan pointed out, first cost provides the
basis of valuations. The normal procedure is to measure capital value through
perpetual inventory system and then deflate it by price index. Another alternative is
valuation at current prices, which include:

...First, collecting the valuation for fire insurance, second, multiplying
valuations for estate or inheritance duties by the reciprocal of suitable specific
normality rates, and third, multiplying the property income stream by
reciprocal of the estimated rate of return.. .(Walters, 1963:24)

The choice among these alternatives depends mainly on the weights given to quality
and cost changes and on data availability.

The other debate is on the question of whether changes in capital inputs are
proportional to changes in the gross or to changes in the net capital stock. There are
some (Walters 1963; Mabro and Radwan 1976) who prefer gross. The main
argument of those who propose for gross concept is that a machine or a building
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does not decline over time in the way implied by the usual depreciation methods.
They also stated that net stock suffers from the arbitrariness involved in the concept
of depreciation (Mabro and Radwan 1976: 152).

On the other hand, there are others who argue for net rather than gross; their main
argument is that capital input is proportional not to that of gross but to that of net. For
inst~nce, Silver (1984:127) stated that the value of capital stock in any period is given
by the value in an initial period plus additions to and subtractions from the stock in
each respective period. Kendrick argues for net capital as follows:

Real stocks net of accumulated depreciation allowances are taken as a better
meaSIJre of a basic capacity to contribute to production than gross stocks...
Studies have shown that the gross output capacity of various types of
machinery tends to fall with age, and the repair and maintenance charges
rise so that the contribution to net revenue product of groups of items over
time is roughly approximated by the gradual decline in the depreciated real
value of stock shown by the usual depreciation accounting procedures
reflected in the national accounts (Kendrick 1982:35)

The choice between gross or net capital varies according to weights given to each
factor. In this paper, net fixed asset is employed due to lack of data.

Issues on inflation: The main source of data is "the Results of Surveys of
Manufacturing and Electricity Industries" published by the Central Statistical Authority
for various years (1976-1995). But data in these documents are at current prices.
When value-added, wages and fixed assets are employed in this paper, it is on the
understanding that they reflect quantity concept. Value reflects quantity if the effect
of price is removed. Converting nominal values into real ones by using deflator can
do this. In this paper, however, inflation is not taken into account because of strong
conviction that proxy-deflating mechanisms distort results worse than price
movements in the context of Ethiopian manufacturing sector.

Deflating using consumer price index would not be appropriate when output is value-
added at factor cost. Prices in the manufacturing sector (which are dominantly
public) were regulated and even if there were some price adjustments, it was mainly
to counterbalance increments in intermediate costs and indirect taxes. Thus, when
taxes and intermediate inputs are excluded, the fear of price fluctuation would be
minimised.

Value-added increment that arises from average wage increment would not
necessarily be ascribed to inflation; average wage shall increase overtime to capture
the ever-increasing quality of labour. Profit was deliberately undermined since output
prices were usually fixed for a long period of time (at least pre-1991) while
intermediate inputs (mostly imported) were subject to price effect.
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3.4. Results

In order to account for the nature of technical progress, three of the above-mentioned
specifications are employed here: Katz specification, augmented Translog version
and that of Hildebrand and Liu specification. That of Heathfield and Wi be method of
estimation is not employed in this paper for lack of easy estimation techniques. For
the three of the specifications, i.e. Equations [15], [16] and [18], two data sets are
considered. One is a time series aggregate data set, which is the summation of all
sub-sectors, and which assumes homogeneity among sub sectors. The other data
set is the longitudinal data set (a time series data set of sub-sectors) that gives us 19
sub-sectors with 25 years of observation, excluding those with negative value-added
observations.

)

Equation [16] is run using alSo Relative factor share (TT) is the ratio of labour to
capital share (TTL/TTK). Capital-labour ratio is net fixed asset per unit of labour cost.
The estimation is made using both aggregate data (which assume homogeneity
among sub-sectors) and using longitudinal data. For the aggregate data, which is
mainly a time series, regression with Newey-West standard errors (NWSE) is used (in
built-in STAT A 7) since it assumes that the error structure could be heteroscedastic
and autocorrelated with lags. The result is reported in Table 2a.

Table 2a: Aggregate Data-Regression with NWSE of Equation 16
Regressors Coefficients T -Ratio P Value F-Ratlo Lag

-Con 0.5784 3.53 0.034 9.94 22
-T 0.0451 4.28 0.000
-Ln(lT) -0.1043 -2.26 0.002

For the disaggregate data which is mainly a cross-sectional time series, regression
with panel corrected standard errors (PCSE) is used (in built-in STATA 7) since it
assumes that the disturbances could be heteroscedastic and contemporaneously
correlated across panels. The result is reported in Table 2b.

Table 2b: Panel Data-Prais-Winsten Regression of Equation (16) with PSCE
Regressors Coefficients I-Ratio P Value Wald-Ratlo

-Con 0.7120 3.62 0.000 8.6
-T 0.0263 2.23 0.026
-Ln(lT) -0.0702 -1.95 0.051

From the table, it is clearly seen that the significance of the coefficients as well as the
signs remain consistent when one uses aggregate and panel data sets. But there is
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use of the public domain knowledge to enhance productivity" (Raut 1995:2). Utilising
public domain knowledge fruitfully has costs, but the cost will be minimal for those
firms, which have accumulated the stock of technological knowledge through
considerable investment in R & D in the past (Raut 1995).

This process is the deliberate effort of the firm to adapt technology to new conditions,
to improve it slightly or very significantly, and this process might pass through three
stages of capability: Production, investment and innovation (Lall 1992; Dahlman et
a/., 1987). Production capability includes production management-abiltty to oversee
and improve operations; production engineering-ability to obtain information (about
systems of raw material control, production scheduling, quality control) and act to
optimise Operations; trouble-shooting to overcome problems and adapting process
and products to increase productivity; repair and maintenance of physical capital.
These capabilities can be gained from gathering and interpreting information from the
production system, from attempting adaptations and modifications, from
understanding why some work and others do not, and from keeping records to
preserve such information. And it entails continuous and systematic efforts and
resources; it shall not just happen when shocked by changes in inputs or production
markets. The process may take up to 20 years to acquire its full range (Dahlman et

a/., 1987:764-765; LaI11992:168-169).

Investment capabilities include the skills needed to identify, prepare, obtain
technology for design, construct, equip, staff and commission an expansion which
determines the capital cost, the appropriateness of the scale, product mix, technology
and equipment selected which in turn affects the efficiency with which it will operate
(Lall 1992: 168). Innovation capability consists of major and minor innovations
including improvements in existing technology; and, acquiring the former two
capabilities is the main impetus to develop some capabilities in innovation. These
capabilities are important for diversification and change and every firm has to give
due respect for efforts to attain these capabilities. A firm that fails to achieve these
capabilities will fail to survive. Lall argued

if a firm is unable by itself to decide on its investment plans or selection of
equipment, process, or to reach minimum levels of operating efficiency,
quality control, equipment maintenance or cost improvement, or to adapt its
product designs to changing market condition, or to establish effective
linkages with reliable supplies, it is unlikely to be able to compete effectively
irl open markets (Lall 1992: 168)

The pace of acquiring these capabilities by firms depends on the level of
development the economy is in, physical and human capital development, national
technological efforts, incentives, institutions and government policies, all of which are
not the domain of individual firms, but the environment which they are supposed to

live in.
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Firm level technical capabilities can be acquired, however, only if there are sufficient
entrepreneurial capabilities, deep industrial experiences, proper incentives and
adequate institutions. The government has to provide all these in sufficient
magnitude. These capabilities include the launching of physical investment, the
provision of human capital and the undertaking of technological efforts. Lall reported
that "these three are strongly inter-linked in ways that make it difficult to identify their
separate contributions to national performance, but they do not always go together"
(Lall 1992: 170). The one without the other will not exert a sufficient impact, or the
existence of the one does not necessarily bring into existence of the other. Of
course, physical investment is a pre-requisite: for industry to exist, plants and
equipment are necessary. The undertaking of physical investment in Ethiopia was
hindered by lack of the domestic investment capabilities, which in turn is caused by
lack of entrepreneurial capability. The extent to which the private sector participates
and the experience on industrial activities would have been important to enforce the
development of entrepreneurial capabilities.

The size of the informal sector in Ethiopia might give an impression that there is no
shortage of entrepreneurial drive. But the drive to profit from opportunity might not per
se be the same as the entrepreneurial capability required to organise, set up and run
modern industry, which requires larger scales, longer time perspectives, more
advanced technologies and more complex organisations than traditional crafts or
informal sector activities (Lall 1992:116). They rather favour rent seeking and trade
activities, which produce quick returns. The other point is that the private sector was
stifled by wrong economic policy for about two decades that impedes to produce its
impact on physical investment.

Now, the move in Ethiopia is already on progress in the right direction but efforts
should continue to be made further by the government to increase the participation of
the private sector (not necessarily through privatisation) and the process of learning
entrepreneurial capabilities. This entails commitment beyond installing a favourable
enabling environment especially in identifying basic barriers to industrial
entrepreneurial capability and initiating selective intervention on industrial activities.
Protection of selected manufacturing enterprises, promoting technological efforts of
industrial enterprises, subsidising firm level research and development are few
important areas that the government has to look into in the Ethiopian context.

Regarding protection, the government of Ethiopia has taken trade policy reforms.
The reform has reduced the extent of protection in most firms; and inter-firm
variations of protection rate have decreased. Most enterprises are exposed to
competition both from domestic markets (by encouraging private investment which
was stifled deliberately) and from imports (by liberalizing trade). The move could be
in the right direction but looks gross and indiscriminate. Quoting Lall (1992:125) here
is appropriate.
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Given the inherent costs and duration involved in building up capabilities in
new, complex industrial activities, and given the differences between
technologies, there is no reason to argue that all industries should be
protected equally... More difficult technologies call for higher protection, and
activities, which have high linkages with others, call for broader protection to
embrace related industries, which are also undergoing learning. Similarly,
activities that generate higher externalities need more support because
investors cannot appropriate all the benefits.

Competition is necessary but it is a double-edged weapon. Too much competition
can wipe out firms that cannot finance the costs of capability acquisition. Thus, the
adjustment in Ethiopia must be selective and gradual.

The other important element that the government should focus on (s education and
training. Its primary importance is its impact on entrepreneurial capability; a person
with high level formal education is better placed to adapt, understand, learn, use and
create ideas. Entering into a more demanding activity calls for increasing level and
technical specialisation in education. Quality of education and its technical
orientation (vocational training) are quite important which currently Ethiopia lacks.
Firm level training is crucial and efforts made at the firm level to create skills and train
workers could make a difference on TFP but firms usually are reluctant to invest on
training. Regarding the importance of in-firm training and the role of government in
providing it, Lall said

Since there is a serious risk of private under-investment in training at the firm
level when labour is mobile, human capital development requires measures
to induce more investment to support employee training, by firms individually
or collectively, or by governments where private agents consistently under-
invest. These measures may be functional, applied to all activities, or they
may be selective, targeting emerging sectors (LaI11992:181).

As to what measures to be taken, when and to what extent, it shall depend on
individual cases.

Even if labour is trained and physical investment is made, these will only be
productive when combined with technological efforts made by the government to
guide firm level efforts.

As well, there must be industrial institutions to promote inter-firm linkages in
production, technology or training, to provide support to smaller enterprises, to help
firms to restructure and update. There has to be technological institutions to remedy
market failures especially in the area of information on sources of technology since
technological information does not exist everywhere, nor are the international markets
of technology competitive.
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---a--+b--+m [8)
Q dt L dt K dt

where a and b are the labour and capital elasticity of output respectively. Solving for m anJ

assuming dt= 1. Equation [8) turns out to be:

dQ dL dk
m=--a--b [9)

Q L K

Rate of technical progress is thus the difference of output change from the combined input
change; inputs are combined weighted by their respective elasticity of output. The above result

is implied by a Cobb-Douglas production function of the following:

Q = Aoem'LDKb [10)

where Q= output, L= labour input, K= capital input, m= proportionate change of Hick's neutral
disembodied technical progress, Ao = initial efficiency parameter, t= time and a and b are partial

elasticity of output with respect to Land K respectively (a and b are non-negative).

As well, from equation (5), assuming a neutral technical progress, time can be factored out in

order to write it as:

Q= A(t) F[K,LJ [11)

A(t) measures the cumulative effect of shifts over time (see Solow 1957:312). And it is easy to

arrive at:

dQ dA dL dK
-=-+a-+b [12)
Q A L K

where a and b are the relative shares of capital and labour. If one takes the total differential of

equation (11) with respect to time, it will be:

dQ -dA 8F dL 8F dK
---F(k,L)+A--+A [13)

dt dt 8L dt 8K dt

If Q divides the whole expression, it turns out to be:

1 dQ 1 dA A 8F dL A 8F dK
--=--F~L)+---+---""'" [14)Q dt Q dt ' Q 8L dt Q 8K dt

After simplifying the first term of the right side expression, it will take the form:
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